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Abstract

In recent years, there has been an increasing awareness of the role of awqaf in socio-economic development. The importance of this sector is seen in terms of the huge assets it controls, in its social expenditure, in the number of people it employs, and in its significant contribution to the economy which accounts for as much as ten percent of the GDP of many countries. With such significant economic output and growth in the number of non-profit organizations entrusted with awqaf properties for social programs, the sector is no longer seen as exclusively religious. With a broader business focus, it became clear that awqaf, in an economic sense, is an industry and is being subjected to increased scrutiny by government and regulatory authorities. This paper addresses concept of awqaf with respect to the economic development starting by the giving a historical review of the role of awqaf in the Muslim society, the status of awqaf today, awqaf organizations today and their contribution to the economy. The paper also focuses on issues that are relevant for the integration of awqaf into the mainstream of the Islamic financial industry. It also addresses the matters that are of concern to regulatory authorities and stakeholders.
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1. Introduction

The institution of waqf is a *sunnah* established by the Holy Prophet ﷺ that later became the base on which Islamic socio-economic development model was built. As a feature of the Islamic civilization, the history of awqaf is rich with impressive achievements in the field of social work and human development. Awqaf served the poor in particular and society in general. Awqaf services ranged from education and healthcare to economic development and social welfare. Masjids and shrines (holy places), major hospitals and universities, libraries and museums, animal shelters and sanctuaries were established as waqf. Awqaf also contributed to the protection of the environment and the preservation of religious and cultural heritage.

Despite these achievements, the history of awqaf is rife with turbulent events. Over the years because of number of factors including the legacy of the colonization of Muslim countries, the role of the waqf as an effective tool for socio-economic development was neglected and often forgotten. After independence, many governments considered awqaf as public property and part of the national wealth. They established ministries and directorates as government agencies to manage awqaf as a public sector instrumentality. Thus, awqaf fell into the hands of the state that gave them right of control and managing its administrative expenses from the general budget.

The government control on awqaf did more to stifle the sector than to revive it. In many Muslim countries today, awqaf has not been able to fulfill its purpose as a driver of economic growth. One of the major impediments to its growth is the lack of proper legal environment. While awqaf have generally been overlooked, a few countries did embark on developing this sector and built substantial portfolios of awqaf properties and investments (Dafterdar & Fund, 2007). They recognized the potential of awqaf as an effective economic sector with a social role to combat poverty and enhance welfare.

2. Historical Overview

The institution of waqf played a significant developmental role throughout Islamic history. The concept of endowment of property of permanent nature
by a Muslim as an ongoing charity was put forward by the Noble Prophet ﷺ. The practice of waqf was known before the advent of Islam. However, Islam is the first religion to develop a comprehensive regulatory framework that promotes, guides, protects and fosters the development of the institution of waqf. Everything that the West developed later on in this field is a copy.

From the earliest days of Islam, awqaf has featured prominently in the social and economic development of Muslim societies. Awqaf was the main provider of many social services that today are being financed by the state such as education, healthcare, infrastructure and national security. Awqaf was also the means of achieving equitable distribution of income and wealth and introducing inter-generational social investments in society. The foundation of waqf reached its zenith during the 16th and 17th century, as many sultans and prominent people created numerous waqf’s in the form of masjids, schools, hospitals, shelters and agricultural land (Roded, 1990). It was reported by Khaf (2003) that more than half of the agricultural land of Ottoman Empire was waqf, for providing food and creating employment.

By the end of the 20th century, many Muslim governments had established ministries, directorates that placed awqaf firmly under government control. The control by governments had several negative impacts on the waqf system that led not only less development of new awqaf, but also to the expropriation of large areas of awqaf land. Many awqaf properties were left undeveloped or fell into a state of disrepair and much of the latent wealth of awqaf remains to date largely untapped. The role of awqaf as a welfare mechanism declined to such extent that in many countries it became a burden on the public purse.

The recent economic downturns have drawn attention to the Islamic economic system and its faith-based institutions of zakat and waqf (Raimi et al, 2014). Many Muslim countries embarked on reforming the administration of awqaf by separating the custody (nazara) function from awqaf asset management by establishing separate entities to manage awqaf properties. They conceded that the waqf has a separate personality ‘thimmah’ and that awqaf funds are not to be commingled with public funds. In 1971 “Egyptian Awqaf Authority” was established in Egypt to take over the management of awqaf properties from the Ministry of Awqaf. In Sudan, the “Federal...
Corporation of Awqaf” was established in 1987 and in 1993 “Awqaf Public Foundation” was founded in Kuwait. In Jordan, the Ministry of Awqaf, Islamic Affairs and Holy Places established “Awqaf Properties Investment Corporation”. In Malaysia, at the federal level, the Prime Minister’s Department in 2004 established the Jabatan Wakaf, Zakat dan Haji department for Awqaf, Zakat and Hajj to coordinate the activities of the states’ religious councils in matters relating to awqaf development.

3. The Third Economic Sector

A number of Shariah scholars are of the view that once a property is offered as a waqf, it should remain a waqf forever (Khaf, 1992; Mohammad et al., 2006; Toraman, 2007). This condition of perpetuity of a waqf asset, has led over the years to a considerable accumulation of societal wealth that played an important role in improving the Muslim community. As a reflection of waqf increasing contribution to the economy, awqaf as a non-profit institution has come to be known as the third sector, as distinct from the government sector also known as the first sector, and the private sector sometimes called the second sector. The distinction of this third sector from the other two is based on awqaf’s altruistic ethos.

Awqaf organizations are not-for-profit Islamic entities with a diversity of structure and purpose. Awqaf are not part of government although many perform a public service. Awqaf generate economic value although many of the benefits are non-quantifiable. Their operations dovetail into all sectors of the economy and include a wide range of industries including real estate, education, healthcare, social services and recreation. Awqaf play a significant role especially in areas where public services are lacking or insufficient, and where the private sector does not find it profitable to invest. Awqaf are the major force in the national economy with a huge impact on the welfare and lifestyle of the community.

4. Custody and Management of Awqaf

In principle, the waqif through a deed determines the objectives of the waqf and its management and succession processes. The waqf manager or trustee (mutawalli/nazir) holds the title of the waqf property, exercises legal control and is bound by fiduciary responsibility and moral obligation to protect and
administer the waqf for the benefit of the beneficiaries in accordance with the terms of the waqf deed. Mutawallis are expected to comply with both the letter and spirit of the waqf condition. The importance of the conditions of the waqif is indicated by the often quoted maxim: “The conditions of the waqif have the same legal weight as the edicts of the legislator”. However, some flexibility is afforded by the different schools of jurisprudence. Abu Hanifah school of thought, for example, allows changing the conditions of the waqif if there is an overriding public benefit (maslaha a’ama), or when the beneficiaries or the purpose of the waqf come to an end.

The authority of mutawallis to act and make decisions on behalf of the waqf carries an immense responsibility and their duties are wider and more onerous than they were assumed to be. As trustees, mutawallis have the primary responsibility for prudent management of assets in their custody. As such, mutawallis are expected to have a certain level of business skills and investment knowledge to support their role in monitoring the safety and performance of assets under their control. However, because of the nature of awqaf, its religious message and social application, it seems logical that those who are entrusted with the custody and management of awqaf properties are more religiously conscious and therefore employ their faith when managing. But the operating environment is rapidly changing and as a consequence the role of the mutawallis is also changing. Mutawallis are not only required to act in good faith for the best outcomes for the waqf, but also to be seen acting diligently and ethically, and build trust among those they deal with. Due to the unscrupulous behavior of some mutawallis awqaf had lost much of the respect and trust of the community. Mutawallis have to overcome this image problem. They need to develop behavioral characteristics and bring awqaf management into line with community expectation in order to change the traditional image as persons who insular, ignorant, skeptical and are as much a business risk as being concerned mainly with disbursing money rather than managing the waqfs.

5. Creating an Enabling Legal Environment

One of the major impediments for the development and growth of awqaf is the lack of constructive legal and regulatory environment (Daferdar, 2011). Without a good sustainable environment, it is difficult to develop an industry. Awqaf is an economic sector built on voluntary contribution of
assets and services. Therefore, a regulatory environment can foster public confidence in the waqf, encourage donors, and promote ethical and proactive behavior of employees, volunteers and mutawallis. The donors usually feel more comfortable with organizations whom operations are governed by clear and convincing evidence of accountability and transparency. Also, financiers are more willing to provide capital for projects that adopt the best practices of corporate governance.

Unlike commercial corporations, the services delivered by awqaf may often be intangible and difficult to measure. The companies have clear delineations about shareholders with all reporting geared towards profits. The position is not so simple in case of awqaf organizations, since many awqaf foundations consider regulatory and compliance issues of corporate governance costly and unnecessary administrative burdens. Unlike commercial corporations, staff in an awqaf foundation is comprised of low-paid professionals or volunteers who have chosen to work in awqaf for less tangible rewards. Their loyalty is more to the cause of the waqf than to the organizational entity. They are mainly concerned with the social aspects and pay little attention to financial efficiency. They claim that by legislating what is effectively an issue of faith, the foundation of awqaf will be undermined.

Strategy formulation in an awqaf foundation could be subject to a unique and complex set of influences. An appropriate strategy will be conditioned not to violate the conditions of the waqif, the wishes of the donors and the legal environment. The concerns of non-beneficiary stakeholders should also form part of awqaf foundations’ responsibilities and as such mutawallis should have the duty to act in the interest of the entire community. These days no organization is immune from public scrutiny, not even a shelter or an orphanage that does not have a blemish to its name. Therefore the impact of awqaf’s performance on the community must be positive and the organization must be seen to be operating in conformity with community standards and expectations.

The major challenge faced by awqaf is ensuring that the massive treasure of awqaf is preserved, developed, continues to grow and contribute to the social and economic development of the Ummah. This can be met only by creating an enabling legal environment – one that creates a level playing field for
awqaf managers and causes them to be transparent and accountable and enables them to strengthen their operational undertakings in order to fulfill their obligations to donors, beneficiaries and all other stakeholders.

6. The Business Face of Awqaf

Awqaf is rapidly developing as a vital economic sector accounting for a substantial share of the Islamic financial system. Being an awqaf organization does not necessarily mean being small. A considerable number of them are large-scale organizations with cross-border operations, controlling substantial assets, and employing significant number of people. Many such major hospitals, universities, museums, and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are waqf’s. Awqaf organizations have many similarities to private sector corporations. In some ways, it seems there is very little difference to the corporate world – assets need to be managed, bills to be paid, revenues to be earned and reports to be made.

Awqaf also undertake a wide range of activities such as investment, project management, fund raising and maintenance of key banking relationships. There are, however, differences between an awqaf organization and a commercial enterprise. The companies have shareholders and boards, whereas awqaf organizations have donors and trustees. The most fundamental characteristic of an awqaf organization, compared to a commercial enterprise, is that its primary objective is to provide human services, which primarily impacts on the quality of life. The members of an awqaf organization are trustees and custodians, but not owners. Different assets are held for charitable causes and programs. In addition to the poor and needy, awqaf beneficiaries may include public utilities such as mosques, schools, cemeteries, roads, bridges and water wells.

The corporate structure of an awqaf entity underlines the need for adopting some of the concepts and practices of private sector companies. Recently, more and more awqaf organizations are adopting strategic planning and control systems as a form of operational discipline, competing to secure a market position. Awqaf organize their operations along profit and cost centers. Profit centers are created around revenue producing assets, investment portfolios, and fund raising operations. The cost centers are responsible for delivery of their services to beneficiaries.
Although many fundamental principles of commercial sector strategic planning can be applicable, a thorough appreciation of the features and complexities of the awqaf world can yield much better results (Ahmed, 2004; Dafterdar, 2007). Awqaf governance standards are enshrined in the tenets of Shariah. The Shariah provides the basis for awqaf regulations and the sector shows great concern for ethics based on fundamental values such as honesty, integrity, fairness, trust and commitment. In such areas, awqaf organizations are better placed to regulate their own activities. But awqaf has also to cope with the complexities of the business environment and the increasing demand for more transparency and accountability. Over the decade, there has been a growing realization that although the Shariah serves to provide a general framework for regulating the awqaf sector, it is becoming increasingly important to put forward a comprehensive regulatory framework that is more attuned to market demands.

7. Sustainability and Profitability of Awqaf

The dichotomy between sustainability and profitability is false. There is a misconception among people that waqf organizations don’t seek profits. The main difference between awqaf and the private sector is that, in the corporate world, profit is used to create individual wealth. In awqaf, the surplus is used to accomplish a mission. Some stakeholders believe that awqaf foundations should distribute the surplus, if there is any, thus the waqf is seen as a flow-through entity or a conduit of income to beneficiaries but not a receptacle to hold it.

There is also a fundamental difference between awqaf and the commercial world in calculating the consequences of business decisions. In companies, decisions are justified in terms of their short term effect on profitability and shareholder value. Awqaf organizations, as trans-generational carriers, have different purposes for generating revenues. Responsible awqaf organizations take a long term view when investing. Their business decisions are commonly considered good if they achieve long term benefits for their beneficiaries.

However, in order to do so, awqaf organizations have to maintain a balance between their mission statement and their financial pursuits. In other words,
they have to seek a balance between being financially efficient and socially effective. Likewise, an awqaf foundation that is highly effective in meeting its operational objectives, but is inefficient financially, may soon find itself unable to continue delivering services as its resources are drained. Achieving financial sustainability is a goal that all awqaf organizations should strive for. Imagine, for example, an orphanage operated by a waqf foundation. If it does not have any surplus funds to meet ongoing operating and future capital costs, the orphanage may be forced to close down. The inability to access any surplus funds from its own reserves may result in the extraction of much needed community service.

8. Awqaf Public and Private Sector Partnerships

Recently, awqaf is getting more attention from both the public and the private sectors. Governments across the Muslim world are becoming more aware of awqaf’s potential as an economic driver. This sector is regarded as relatively resilient and recession proof. Awqaf organizations are resistant to market downturns because their assets are unencumbered freehold and they have access to free funds and pro-bono services. Their social mandate is to serve the poor, redistribute wealth and apportion the imbalance between social strata. Their business activities create jobs, produce economic output, stabilize prices and stimulate the economy.

Lately, there is also a growing level of interest and interaction between awqaf and the private sector. The private sector is attracted to the investment opportunities that awqaf business activities offer. Awqaf represent a market niche with good returns (Rahman & Dean, 2013). The awqaf sector, albeit not-for-profit, and despite its role as a welfare system, appears to have an edge over other sectors because of the many concessions and privileges granted to awqaf projects. At the same time, commercial companies may consider their involvement with awqaf as a way of discharging their corporate social responsibility. Turning a social project into a cash flow project has a special appeal. The partnerships between awqaf and the private sector are more than ‘marriage of convenience’² where under such wedlock, it is usually one party stands to benefit more than the other. Awqaf / private

² A marriage or joint undertaking arranged for political, economic, or social benefit rather than from personal attachment.
sector partnerships should be win-win arrangements that bridge the worlds of private finance and awqaf social responsibility with benefit to both.

From an awqaf perspective, partnership with the private sector is a means of developing awqaf properties through self-financing of projects. The private sector can assist awqaf to deal with the complexities of the business world. The developer is expected to finance the project, carry the risks and operate the project for an agreed period during which the project's cash flow is the only source for repayment of investment and profit. At the end of the agreed period, the facilities are returned to the waqf trustees to become a permanent source of revenue for the organization. Through these partnerships, awqaf organizations are able to pare away non-core functions so they can focus more keenly on their core mission of social work.

9. **Awqaf Support to Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)**

Awqaf organizations are viewed as centers of community service and assistance. Awqaf can use the small business model to serve their objectives. Evidence from many countries points to the vital role that partnership between awqaf and small business play in community development. Awqaf can be a catalyst for growth of the small and medium-sized enterprise. Awqaf can raise capital and channel funds into the hands of competent management who have business propositions that have the best prospects of succeeding.

Awqaf’s support is not a matter of just providing finance or giving loans to existing small businesses. They build in new capabilities and sustainable ventures. Awqaf organizations can be the “business angels” by entering into partnerships with private entrepreneurs with start-up, early stage and developing businesses. Such partnerships can be of enormous benefit to the project, to waqf organization and to the entrepreneur.

9.1 **Awqaf’s Financial Support**

Awqaf’s financial support can be in any one of the three main Shariah compliant modes: participatory, concessionary, and project financing

---

3 An angel investor or angel funder is an affluent individual who provides capital for a business start-up, usually in exchange for convertible debt or ownership equity.
(Hassan, 2010). Within these modes are various contractual forms that conform fully to the principle of profit and loss sharing. Participatory SME financing is the most flexible and most common as it adheres to the Islamic principles of sharing of risks and profits (Hassan, 2010). This is a process wherein awqaf instead of lending money to an enterprise, actually gets involved in the business by sharing as an investor. The more commonly used participatory modes are musharaka (equity participation) and mudaraba (trust financing). From an SME stance, participatory funding is a good alternative to higher cost borrowing. Musharaka participation by awqaf facilitates the transfer of a pre-determined share of the risk in return for a share in the profit. In Mudarabah, awqaf as the finance provider (rabul mal) promotes business development by extending financing to capable but cash-strapped entrepreneurs, based on awqaf carrying the financial risk and sharing the profit at a pre-agreed percentage.

Concessionary financing is money advanced, mainly in the form of qard hasan (benevolent loan) where only the principal is to be repaid or loans at below-market rates - usually for a small service charge to cover administrative cost. The cash waqf is the main source for concessionary SME financing. Concessionary lending can only be considered in very low risk operations and with adequate safeguards to ensure repayment (Hassan, 2010). Project financing modes are usually non-profit sharing as they are based on cost plus a pre-determined mark-up. The financing contracts used include bai muajjal (instalment sales), bai salam (forward sale contracts), ijara (lease financing), ijara wa iqtina (hire-purchase), istisna’a (construction/ manufacturing finance), and murabaha (procurement financing). The choice of the mode of financing and the type of contract depends on the nature and needs of the project, the risk profile and expected returns, and on the waqf organization’s own investment policy and guidelines.

9.2 Awqaf’s Non-Financial Support

Awqaf can also provide a range of non-financial support for the smaller enterprise. The most common in-kind contribution is land. The provision of land for a project serves awqaf developmental objectives of waqf properties and ensures permanent connection of the project to the waqf organization. In such arrangements, the appraised current market value of the land is used
to determine awqaf’s share in the project. Other in-kind support includes services such as consultancy and training, guidance and monitoring and insurance. Awqaf organizations can also serve as business incubators for new ventures, nurturing and helping them to survive and prosper. Awqaf can provide advice and guidance and help in areas of strategic planning which can be particularly helpful during the early stages of a business development.

10. Policy Implication

With the rise of popular movements like “human rights” and “economic equality”, governments in the Muslim world assumed directly responsible for the welfare of their citizens but the role of awqaf was consequently marginalised. However, in spite of government’s control, awqaf remained more firmly tied to society than to the state. Government’s welfare programs have been unable to serve efficiently all of the social needs, especially the delivery of speedy aid and humanitarian support to vulnerable groups who perceived government’s actions with a lot of dissatisfaction and suspicion. On the other hand, faith-based charity institutions such as waqf and zakah enjoy a higher degree of accepted trust, having grass-roots knowledge and much better access to people in need of support than any government agency. Being an act of worship, the practice of waqf as a voluntary act of benevolence gave the awqaf sector public support that contributed to a large degree in shaping its independence.

Given the apparent support for awqaf at the local and national level, the sector needs not to operate at the periphery of socio-economic activity, but should rather be mainstreamed within the state’s legal, social and economic systems. The waqf has relations with all areas of social and economic development such as housing, employment, social amenities, investment and commercial activity at zero cost to the state. Therefore, a great deal of thought should go into government policies which impact on the awqaf as it integrated with other sectors of the economy. It is imperative that the impact of any policy of government on awqaf should be positive and not hindering the sector’s capacity to grow. The policies which restrict free cash flow could affect awqaf’s ability to be of service to its beneficiaries and ultimately to government. Since awqaf’s philanthropic and social programs ease the pressure on government’s budget, it is fair to assume that the government is
in fact an indirect beneficiary of awqaf. It is therefore in government's interest to create the supporting environment that promotes public awareness and motivation to make more waqfs. The public and waqf institutions should be incentivized and encouraged through mechanisms such as wasiyyah or tax relief.

Awqaf projects exhibit the combined characteristics of being socially responsible, value adding and market oriented. Islamic banks and financing institutions should be encouraged to finance awqaf projects. Both the government and the awqaf institutions should work together to dispel the myth that bankers cannot do awqaf projects and be profitable, and that financing awqaf projects is not just a good idea; it is part of a good business policy.

11. Concluding Remarks

Awqaf institutions are effective organizations for the socio-economic, cultural and religious development of a country. They generally have no direct political involvement, although they exercise considerable influence on the country’s political and social life. The development of the awqaf sector is on the national agenda of many Muslim countries as a strategy to boost the economy and complement government’s social programs. One of the most critical problem awqaf sector is facing is the lack of awareness among people and government as a viable and effective economic sector. Despite the sector's enormous size and significant contribution to the economy, there is hardly news about its importance in the financial pages of newspapers and magazines. Awqaf remains one of the most misunderstood sectors of the Islamic financial system. Awqaf institutions are perceived to lack the organizational discipline and the entrepreneurial acumen of for-profit corporations. This has resulted in a very slow pace of developing awqaf properties. Hence, this results in many awqaf properties often in prime locations remaining undeveloped or under-utilized.

In many countries the awqaf sector has taken steps towards reinventing itself. In doing so, it has been able to reverse the tendency to write off the sector as being inherently inefficient and has no place for entrepreneurial behavior. Today, awqaf foundations have a broad business focus. They are
taking responsibility for a wider range of activities in the commercial, industrial, agricultural and services sectors. The areas where guidance is required include institutional, legal and regulatory disciplines. This entails the skilling and empowerment of mutawallis and managers to be effective gatekeepers and responsible stewards of the assets under their control, and to enable them to charter the continued growth of their organizations. Legislative reforms and the implementation of a modernized Shariah-based model of corporate governance are needed to remove obstacles that hinder the development of awqaf as a driver of social and economic development in the country.

The renewed interest in awqaf offers an opportunity to learn from the mistakes of the past and to construct a modern regulatory and corporate governance framework. Recognizing that awqaf foundations are non-profit entities holding valuable assets and providing essential social services, government as a beneficiary should create the enabling and supporting environment for the awqaf sector to grow and be more effective. Awqaf’s real reform agenda should have succinct, relevant, understandable and implementable standards that optimize efficiency and effectiveness of the sector, and the knowledge, expertise and leadership of awqaf professionals.

However, the sector remains fundamentally constrained and more work needs to be done in order to realize its tangible effect on the economy. With the precise transparency, stability, long term planning and guidance, the prospects for awqaf are great and the more the government assists awqaf, the better the awqaf sector is placed to alleviate the pressure on the public purse and contribute to the country’s economic development. Awqaf foundations need a steady stream of revenue in order to fund their operations. They cannot achieve financial sustainability by relying entirely on donations. Many are finding it necessary to expand their revenue base to include steadier forms of income from assets in their custody and from other commercial activities and investments. Thus, their social work is getting more closely entwined with business interests.
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